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ibis is putting the customer experience at the heart 
of its strategy

In our digital society marked by hyper-choice, accommodation options are undergoing
rapid and fundamental change. These external factors are forcing us to significantly
adapt our strategy; we have to create a connection with both our existing and new
customers, and offer far more than just comfortable, esthetically pleasing hotels. At
AccorHotels, our vision is to make our brands world class by providing open and
accessible spaces and compelling experiences, allowing the human touch to take center
stage once more.

This is supported by the study conducted across six countries by ibis and market
research consultancy Ipsos, which found that 80% of respondents would like this new
type of hotel to be a social venue, where everyone, including “non-staying” guests, feels
welcome. In addition, 64% of those surveyed said they are interested in going to venues
where they can socialize and meet new people. Ibis is reinventing itself to meet these
new expectations.

Faced with changes in the industry and the new requirements of its customers,
ibis, a trailblazer in economy hotels since 1974, is shaking up budget hotel
standards and placing hospitality, flexibility and increased social interaction at the heart
of its strategy.

This model, with an emphasis on freedom, has strengthened the ibis brand by offering
new designs, a revamped range of dining options, a friendly welcome and a genuinely
warm experience, making comfort and quality available to everyone all around the world.

The ibis brand, until now very standardized, is reinventing itself and becoming more
flexible in its selection of rooms, dining options and living spaces. Its transformation is
primarily based on customer behavior and how they instinctively use the spaces. Today,
the brand is a truly vibrant place where travelers and non-staying and local customers
alike can dine, sleep, work and feel welcome. Music is an integral part of the customer
experience, fostering social interaction that is all about sharing, new encounters and
socializing.

Study conducted by Ipsos in 6 countries (France, UK, Brazil, Singapore, Germany and
Australia) for ibis, involving a representative sample of the population of each country.

Steven Taylor, 

Chief Brand Officer, AccorHotels
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1Study conducted by Ipsos in 6 countries (France, UK, Brazil, Singapore, Germany and Australia) for ibis, 

involving a representative sample of the population of each country
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At ibis, we make guests feel at home

Ibis is committed to openness and freedom above all else!

Whether they are guests, travelers passing through or locals, ibis wants to encourage
everyone to enter its hotels by redefining its welcome, starting with the very first
impression created by its exterior design. More open to the neighborhood, the hotels
feature large glass facades that remove the barriers between the outside and the
inside, inviting people to come in. In addition to its esthetic appearance, the welcome
extended to guests has been totally overhauled and no longer involves a traditional
physical reception desk located within the hotel lobby.

Upon arrival, guests are welcomed and complete all formalities via smartphone or
tablet wherever they choose within the lobby area, using a proprietary mobile solution,
PMS FOLS Mobile. This new way of checking in enables ibis teams, renamed the
ʺSmile Teamʺ, to refocus on welcoming guests and to have more time to do so: this
personalized welcome is extended by teams that are available at all times, with the
receptionists coming into contact with guests via a streamlined and hassle-free
experience. This is a major expectation of guests as supported by the Ipsos study
conducted on behalf of ibis. 61% of respondents would rather be greeted by an
individual than by a technology solution when checking in and out. They considered
the human contact they experienced at the hotel to be both significant and warm.
Committed to welcoming guests while being mindful of customer expectations, ibis is
offering a new kind of welcome that puts the focus back on the human touch and
interaction. This approach has proved successful in the pilot hotels and will be rolled
out shortly across the entire ibis network.

A superior welcome for a better customer experience

The UK was the first country to test this new format for welcoming guests. 60 hotels
trialed the experience and all of them have now adopted it. This new way of
welcoming guests will be gradually introduced to all hotels in the network, with the
brand aiming to achieve 100% roll-out by 2022.

“Mission 15’”

At ibis, the Smile Team is available 24 hours a day to ensure guests are well looked
after. The team is committed to providing a solution in 15 minutes flat to ensure
guests remain smiling throughout their stay.

Ibis is the hotel brand with the highest recognition rate in 6 countries,

irrespective of the segment (France 87%, Belgium 88%, Switzerland

87%, Brazil 66%, Indonesia 72%, Morocco 80%) and the preferred brand

(N°1 choice) in the economy segment, and either the leading or

second choice irrespective of the segment*.

*Study conducted by BVA BDRC in August 2017 with a representative sample of 1,000 to 1,500

travelers per country.

IBIS GLOBAL NETWORK 
as of december 31, 2018

IN 66 COUNTRIES

HOTELS

1174
ROOMS

150 748
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From standardization to flexibility, ibis is 
asserting its identity

Designer collections to support flexibility and freedom of
use

Whether you are traveling alone or with company and whether you are seeking
somewhere to work or to relax, ibis hotels are open to all and feature totally
redesigned and flexible spaces to meet the needs of everyone.

Lobbies have become genuine multipurpose social hubs, opening out onto the street,
and built around the signature Great Bar to ensure a vibrant atmosphere. The lobby
has evolved into a living space for guests, travelers and locals alike, who are all
invited to relax, dine, meet up or work. It is a transformation based on the new needs
of travelers and guests, with 80% of respondents to the study saying they like spaces
that are open to all – living areas where you can tailor what you are doing according
to the flexibility the space affords.

Fully integrated into the lobby, the F&B areas help to create a relaxed and vibrant
ambience where guests can enjoy something to eat or drink and chat with friends. In
addition to the existing standardized “ibis kitchen” concept, the brand has refocused
its dining options around the bar and its signature drink.

Lastly, ibis is upgrading its rooms, which can now accommodate up to 6 people,
within contemporary designs where guests can enjoy that “home from home” feeling.
To adapt to the diversity of the network, the brand now offers hoteliers a collection of
more flexible and adaptable room designs.

Revamped dining options tailored to each hotel

At ibis, the F&B range is available 24/7, with breakfast available from 4am to 12pm.

The brand offers concept extensions that are in line with the ibis F&B philosophy:
local, high quality and artisan produce.

The 4 new propositions are intended to be flexible, each with their own personality
and featuring a unique music experience, and all centered around the Great Bar and
its signature drink. Each proposition has its specialty :

• Cool and friendly, beer-themed with a rock-based ambience,

• Good Vibes with an electro and house music ambience based on one local beer,

• Elegant and relaxing, with a vintage-inspired wine bar and a jazz’n’blues

ambience,

• Sparkling and fresh, based on a vibrant cocktail bar and playing pop music.

Ibis hoteliers are free to choose any of these ideas – they can opt for the concept
most suited to the specific characteristics of their clientele and tailor it according to
their neighborhood in order to offer a simple yet varied menu showcasing local dishes

and fresh produce.

IBIS PRESS KIT
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Charlie’s Corner at ibis Zurich 

Messe Airport

Charlie’s Corner is a bar devoted to beer, where the menu

changes depending on the time of day. In the morning, customers

can go there to enjoy a coffee, while in the evening they can

discover the Beer Wall and its wide selection of Swiss beers, as

well as local spirits selected by Charlie himself. Customers can

also enjoy regional dishes, such as “rösties”, in a pop-rock

ambience, 24/7. It is the ideal place to get together with friend and

neighbors and enjoy good beer and live music.

IBIS PRESS KIT
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Ibis bedding – unparalleled comfort

The Sweet Bed™ by ibis was designed by ibis teams and external

researchers as a unique bedding solution offering unparalleled comfort. Every

detail has been designed, developed and tested to ensure nothing is left to

chance: our Sweet Bed™ is easy to love, but not so easy to leave!

The secrets of Sweet Bed™ by ibis

• A flexible hinged-slatted base that responds to the body’s movements

• A multi-zone, multi-density mattress that molds to every shape to treat

everyone to a deep, restorative night’s sleep

• A 7 cm mattress topper for additional comfort along with a white duvet

(220x240 cm) and large, fluffy microfiber pillows (80x50 cm)

• A queen-size bed (160x200 cm)

IBIS PRESS KIT
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A collection of three new concepts 

Ibis is changing and moving from a standardized to a flexible approach by offering a 

collection of different designs from the brand’s main markets

Studio Innocad
in Europe

Studio FGMF 
in Latin America

Studio Soda 
in Asia

IBIS PRESS KIT
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This concept is a modular, flexible and customizable concept for

architecture and interior, for renovation as well as new construction of

ibis hotels. The new experience begins as soon as you approach the

hotel. You immediately see the fluent transition between inside and

outside, the public space and the lobby.

Different settings of social spaces invite travelers and locals to explore

several areas and atmospheres according to their moods and needs.

The versatile and authentic interior design includes local materials and

the work of local creatives. Therefore, one could say the hospitality

design is made with, for, and from the place and its neighborhood.

Concept developed by the 

European designer Martin 

LESJAK of INNOCAD Architecture

IBIS PRESS KIT
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The ibis Barcelona Plaza Glories Hotel 22
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Urban living comes to the heart of the hotels while the street outside becomes
an integral part of the lobby. Unveiling a new pedestrian walkway, the hotel is
recreating a gallery of local inspiration. Casting off its walls and visual barriers,
the glass facade ensures a stunning visual openness that entices passers-by,
inviting everyone to come inside and experience relaxed, vibrant and modern
hospitality.

Simplicity has never been so comfortable – the rooms have been designed in a
modern style and feature a bookshelf as the centerpiece. The exclusive
functional layouts and the different types of space open up new possibilities
for guests, creating greater comfort and a real “home from home” feeling.

Concept developed by the 

Brazilian designer Rodrigo 

MARCONDES FERRAZ of the

architecture firm FGMF

IBIS PRESS KIT
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The rooms of ibis Sao Paulo Morumbi and 

the lobby at ibis Sao Paulo Expo

IBIS PRESS KIT
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This concept is also flexible, modular and contemporary, offering everything

that guests are looking for: comfort combined with a warm and vibrant

atmosphere. Soda Studio decided to make the lobby completely visible from

outside via large glass panels. It even extends outside with a terrace area that

removes the usual barrier between the hotel and the street. This lobby

becomes a true living space where everyone feels welcome and free to eat,

relax, work or play.

Concept developed by the Thai 

designer Soda Studio’s

IBIS PRESS KIT
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Soda Studio concept, coming soon

in Singapore 

IBIS PRESS KIT
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Fashionable living spaces that are open to all – travelers and

locals alike – ibis hotels have become a landmark, wherever

you may be in the world. Genuine places to meet, they

welcome customers from morning till evening, from

breakfast through to late at night, to create ever more

connections between visitors.

Music, creator of congenial atmospheres and opportunities

to interact.

Music brings people together, uniting them and encouraging them

to share a moment of pure joy. Nothing is more exciting than

being in the presence of your musical heroes, or discovering a

new idol. Ibis wants to make its hotels a beacon for live music,

and a place where guests, locals and artists can share deep and

intense moments of musical escape. The brand aims to invite

famous artists as well as emerging talents to play in its hotels, in

order to develop a vibrant music scene and a community of fans

where live music can be enjoyed. This initiative fulfils the

expectations of customers, since 1 out of 4 respondents across

all age groups said they would like to attend live performances

featuring emerging artists.

In 2019, more than 40 gigs will be hosted in ibis hotels around the

world, with some sponsored by famous artists. Ibis aims to

become a springboard for more than 80 emerging talents

identified through mapping trends in up and coming artists and

will organize the international final at the Sziget Festival, in

Hungary.

Ibis brings guests and locals 
together with music

IBIS PRESS KIT
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Offers for business travelers…

Meetings and seminars made easy

All over the world, many ibis hotels have user-friendly, modular,

comfortable and well-equipped meeting and seminar rooms.

Combined with the brand’s accommodation and dining options,

they make it easy to hold congenial and entertaining meetings,

without losing time on logistics. Hotel staff are on hand to provide

technical support as well as breakfast, coffee break, lunch and

dinner services.

The ibis business card offers 5 immediate benefits

• 10% discount on the subscriber’s room (discount may be used

in conjunction with the Le Club AccorHotels member rate). This

discount is also valid for a second room

• 10% discount at hotel restaurants and bars, including for non-

resident customers

• Further 5% discount on certain promotions (early booking,

summer and winter deals)**

• Room availability guaranteed up to two days prior to the guest’s

arrival date

• Direct access to the Gold status of Le Club AccorHotels loyalty

program and to all the related benefits, such as early check-in

and late check-out at no extra charge

*The ibis BUSINESS membership program is not available in China.

**For all reservations made at a flexible rate. 5% discount on fixed rates.

IBIS PRESS KIT
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... And great deals for everyone

Hotels open to everyone

In 2017, AccorHotels launched the AccorLocal program*.

AccorLocal is about opening hotels to local communities by giving

them access to a range of services until now only available to

staying guests, such as: access to F&B, access to the gym or

spa, and also new services developed with partners such as yoga

classes, cookery workshops and birthday events for children.

With the AccorLocal app, the Group aims to position its hotels as

genuine living spaces for travelers and local residents alike.

AccorHotels is combining the fluidity of digital technology,

hospitality expertise and the local experience to provide locals,

hotels and businesses with a new way of interacting with their

neighborhood.

Download at www.accorlocal.com

The app is available for iPhone and Android.

*Available in France only.

IBIS PRESS KIT

*Available in France only.
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Planet 21, 

acting for positive hospitality 

Launched in 2011 by AccorHotels, Planet 21 provides a

framework for the Group’s environmental policy in order

to promote positive hospitality.

The Group has set ambitious goals for 2020 in four strategic areas:

• Act with employees

• Engage our guests

• Co-innovate with our partners

• Act with local communities

Two key areas of action complete this initiative: F&B and buildings
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